ANSWERS
Exercise 4 – AVDERBS
Complete the blanks with the correct adverb.

Similarity
Even though Jobs and Disney succeeded in entirely (entire) different areas, they also had some
similarities. To begin, they both became extremely (extreme) wealthy. Impressively (impressive), they
did not come from a rich family. They are considered to be examples of hard working men to be followed
by society. For instance, Apple makes $1,444 in profit per second. Therefore, it is possible to conclude
that Jobs became immensely (immense) wealthy with nothing but his own hard work, and even
nowadays, people still look up to him. Similarly, despite the fact that Disney also did not come from a
rich family, he managed to build an empire. For example, "Disney's market capitalization at roughly $150
billion.” According to this evidence, one may conclude that Disney became significantly (significant)
wealthy as a fruit of his own hard work. Consequently (consequence), although they followed completely
(complete) different paths, they had similar outcomes. They also had somewhat similar education
backgrounds. Their families remarkably (remarkable) supported both of them on their studies. Disney put
most of his efforts in painting and drawing courses, and his family was always supporting him even after
he dropped out of high school. Surprisingly (surprise), Jobs also did not put any effort on his studies
because he was always focused on technology projects of his interest, which he was a part of outside of
school. Another similarity (similar) is that both made creations related to the entertainment world. Lastly
(last), they both faced very challenging obstacles in their lives where they could have a break down and
give up on their dream; however, they were strong and deterministically (determined) continued to go
forward, so they did not fail. Overall, the two were able to resist the pressure of many people
discouraging them. That is the most admirable quality in each one of them. On the other hand, people
should not think that leaving college before finishing their studies will make them rich and successful like
Jobs because life does not work like that for the most part. The fact that they dropped out of college is not
what made them successful. Instead, it was their courage to resist their obstacles, resilience, and the
ability to persistently (persistent) do what they loved.
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